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Abstract: Multicast routing always measured as oriented network message whose objective is to support the broadcasting of information 

from a sender to each receiver of a multicast in complete network. It also minimizes the communication cost and reduces the network 

loads. It shows the results which collected from comparison of sender and receiver. Some security problems in multicasting of data in 

network, network access control and group key management. It suggests load bandwidth efficient scheme. It maintains performance 

analysis and model result shows that scheme incurs much smaller communication overhead than other prominent schemes when it has 

applied in Multi-caster 2.0 used with multicast routing. 

IndexTerms - IGMPv3, PIM-DM/SM, MLD, IPv4 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Multicast was proposed as a proficient way of delivering data communication from one or multiple data sources to 

one user (group) other users at the same time. The main issue of IP multicast is to construct a deliverance tree that 

connects all group members with the direct support of Internet routers that can understand the Internet Group 

Management Protocol (IGMPv3). Thus, the Internet is becoming increasingly multicast proficient [4]. The solution 

is cover multicast, also called end system multicast or application level multicast, which shifts multicast support 

from core routers to end systems. In end multicast, group members are in touch via an overlay configuration built 

on top of unicast paths between varieties of pairs of hosts [6, 9]. The underlying physical topology is completely 

hidden from hosts and no direct router support is needed. In Multicaster 2.0 also observe the impact of self-seeking 

cheating nodes on the performance of overlay multicast trees, or investigate schemes that improve the fault 

tolerance or denial of service (DoS), it also increase the flexibility of overlay networks by introducing path 

redundancy [1, 2] . Multicaster 2.0  allows to simultaneously send and recieve multiple ethernet (LAN Network), 

IPv4 or IPv6 multicast data stream. The purpose of multicasteris the simulation of end device in a network and 

support the IGMP, MLD, MMRP(Layer 2), GMRM(Layer 2), IEEE 802.1ak and IEEE802.1P. 

2. METHODOLOGY 

Basically the terms ‘‘Active’’ and ‘‘Inactive” to denote the actions of a subscriber coming online and going ofline, 

respectively, whereas use status to denote the actions of becoming a member and cancelling the membership status 

in multi-caster 2.0 software.  

 

Figure 1: Snapshoot of Multicaster 2.0 and Experimental Setup 
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Table 1: Hardware setup 

Device  

 

Quantity 

 

Router (CISCO 891-24X-ROUTER)-01 

D-Link 10/100 Mbps Switches  D-Link -05 Ports-01 

Windows 7/Window Server 2008 02 

For the experimental setup need of two or more than computer, But here it consist only two system, one is for 

Sender and other for receiver of data. The test observes on basis of protocol IPv4 using IGMP. There are 

potentially a large number of application scenarios of overlay multicast, which are characterized by dissimilar 

parameters. It seems unlikely that a single system model can describe all these scenarios. It considers a profitable 

application of overlay multicast, in which a service provider distributes data to a large number of subscribers 

simultaneously. A node may active or inactive a multicast group very habitually and at any time. It may switch 

between multiple channels to find an interesting program to active. The user may also leave a channel immediately 

received the data of interest. In this model, the service provider has one type of servers which operate three roll, a 

key server, a data server, and an allotment server. A key server provides services to users. Before an end hosts able 

to join the group for the first time, it needs to subscribe to the key server through a website. After successful 

subscription based on certain policies or rules, a host is provided with a service permit that allows it to join the 

multicast delivery tree later. A host must also contact the key server to cancel its membership later when needed 

for sender or receiver. 

 

Figure 2-A: Multicast from sender 

 

Figure 2-B: Multicast receiving from receiver 

Protection requirements of overlay multicast are similar to those of added networks. It focused on two of these 

security issues in the context of overlay multicast. It provides data confidentiality and network access control. Data 

secrecy ensures that only endorsed nodes can understand the multicast data. It must be provided because an 

unauthorized user may attempt to receive multicast data by eaves dropping on the communication links of 

authorized nodes or even of Internet routers. Network access control is also critical because it ensures that only 

authorized nodes can join the overlay multicast tree; otherwise, the resources of a genuine node are consumed for 

forwarding data to not permitted nodes. Second, it provides an information distribution scheme that delivers keys 

to existing member nodes with high prospect even if some selectively compromised nodes drop the keys they are 

supposed to forward.  
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THE ANALYZE OF NODE PRESENCE DYNAMICS 

A member node can be in either of two states: Sender and Receiver, it can control its state between these two 

states until its membership duration is expired and is then revoked from the crowd. The term ‘‘presence duration’’ 

and ‘‘absence duration’’ to denote a permanent time period a node stays in a group and stays outside a group, 

respectively. A previous study based on multiple sessions in M-Bone showed that presence durations in a 

multicast session follow either an exponential distribution or a key distribution [4, 6]. For the durations of node 

member ship follow an exponential distribution with mean 10 Minutes. It assumes that presence L3-Sender and 

L3-receiver. Both uses IPv4/IGMP protocol for communication. These experimental setups compare sending data 

from sender and receive data from receiver.    

  

 

Figure 2: An Analytical Model 

Analysis of Sending between Receiving Data 

In the above experimental setup after execution, it got the data between sender and receiver, this paper analysis the 

broadcast data and receives data. From the analysis  

 

Figure 3: Analysis of between sending and receiving data  

3. RESULT AND DISCCUSSION 

It compares the performance of suggested model. It observe that even if the original distribution was described in the context a single 

node active/Inactive, based on the same rekeying principle it is not hard to extend it for multiple node active/Inactive. The purpose of this 

comparison is to show that it is more desirable to design a specific group scheme like CRBR than to directly apply other schemes that 

were not designed for overlay multicast in LAN network  
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Here two states identifies, first state considers the band width overhead of the key server for multicasting keys to online nodes. The 

second state considers the band width overhead of the key server for multicast the current active to individual nodes that have missed one 

or several previous group operations because they were offline. 

4. CONCLUSION 

The selection of a multicast routing protocol is as much dependent on the nature of application, and different applications. It has 

presented bandwidth efficiency depends upon the flow of data. Performance analysis and simulation revise show that traffic loads much 

slighter communication overhead. It also future of an information distribution scheme that delivers small size but critical messages to a 

large fraction of nodes with high probability even if an attacker can selectively finding in the multicast data delivery. Present model also 

explain that when sender increase the traffic loads, receiving data simultaneously the accepting of with traffic loads.    
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